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QUESTION 1
A developer is asked to remove the "No Inventory" option that appears in the Store Publish Wizard when
publishing ExtendedSitesV2.sar.
Which file should be modified in ExtendedSitesV2.sar before publishing?
A.
B.
C.
D.

ibm-wc-load.xml
Store-refs.xml
MemberRegistrationAttributes.xml
ForeignKeys.dtd

Correct Answer: D
QUESTION 2
A developer runs the foundation feature enablement script.
What should the developer do to ensure the script completed successfully?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Check enableFeature.log for errors related to feature enablement
Check enableWCfoundationFeature.log for errors related to feature enablement
Check systemOut.log for errors related to feature enablement
Check admin console for the status of available features

Correct Answer: A
QUESTION 3
Which of the following statements about installing IBM WebSphere Commerce Developer V7.0 is true?
A. Ensure that any locale-related environment variables on the system are set to any one of the following:
pt_BR. en_US. fr_FR. de_DE, itJT, ja_JP, ko_KR, pl_PL, ro_RO, ru_RU, zh_CN.
es_ES, zh_TW, en_GB
B. The system can run on any of the following Operating Systems: Windows. AIX, Solaris, Linux. IBM i
Series, HP-UX
C. The system can run any of the following database servers: DB2, Oracle, Apache Derby
D. The system must have a pre-configured web server
Correct Answer: C
QUESTION 4
When a fix pack installation fails, an application developer receives a message similar to the following:

Which of the following steps will assist in resolving this issue?
A. Shutdown indexing services
B. Unlock the WASServiceMsg.dll file locked by the Microsoft Windows operating system so that it can be
updated
C. C. Use the process explorer utility
D. Use the tasklist utility
Correct Answer: B
QUESTION 5
Which two of the following statements about the IBM WebSphere Commerce Developer installation
process are true?
A. Installation can be performed without administrator privileges
B. WebSphere Application Server binaries are required as a part of WebSphere Commerce Developer
installation
C. WebSphere Commerce Developer V7 is available for Windows. Linux and AIX
D. Custom assets always have to be redeployed after Fix Pack or Feature pack installations

E. Fix Packs and Feature Packs are installed as a separate endeavor from the WebSphere Commerce V7
base product
Correct Answer: C
QUESTION 6
A developer runs the script to enable IBM Management Center for WebSphere Commerce. Which of the
following is true about this operation?
A.
B.
C.
D.

The SITE table will be updated with the feature which was enabled
It automatically enables Store Enhancement feature
Additional feature dependencies will also need to be enabled
The Database schema will be unaffected, but data will be mass-loaded into the tables

Correct Answer: B
QUESTION 7
IBM WebSphere Commerce V7.0 is running on the production server. The requirement is to update the
inventory levels for a batch of products that have been on sale for a while. Which of the following is the
correct code snippet that should be specified in the data load order configuration file?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Option A
Option B
Option C
Option D

Correct Answer: D
QUESTION 8
A developer has created a new custom table that needs to be staged to production.
Which of the following activities needs to be performed in order to achieve this goal?
A. Add the custom table entry to the STAGLOG table, and create database triggers to record the changes
in the custom table to the STG tables (STGMERTAB, STGSITETAB or STGMRSTTAB)
B. Add the custom table entry to the STG tables (STGMERTAB, STGSITETAB or STGMRSTTAB) as
needed, and create database triggers to record the changes in the custom table to the STAGLOG table
C. Modify stagingprop utility to add custom tables for stage propagation
D. Add the custom table entry to wc-stageprop.xml

Correct Answer: D
QUESTION 9
An application developer has been given the catalog business data for a new home appliance category,
which needs to be uploaded using the data load utility.
Which of the following tasks should the developer perform in working with the data load utility?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Set the data load environment settings file in the business object configuration file
Specify the data reader as "CSVReader" in the load order configuration file
Set the data load mode as "Insert" in the load order configuration file
Specify the data source input file as "Layout.csv" in the business object configuration file

Correct Answer: B
QUESTION 10
When setting up a build a process using IBM WebSphere Commerce Build and Deploy, an application
developer needs to store sensitive information, such as email server usernames and passwords.
Which of the following is the most appropriate location to place these properties?
A.
B.
C.
D.

WCBD_installdir//wcbd/wcbd-encode-properties
WCBD_installdir/wcbd/wcbd-build.properties
WCBD_installdir/wcbd/wcbd-build.private.properties
WCBD_installdir/wcbd/wcbd-build-secure.properties

Correct Answer: A
QUESTION 11
An application developer uses the stagingprop utility to propagate staged data and managed files from the
production-ready data to the production server. The value specified for- consolidationSize is "x" in a staged
table A. whose total number of unprocessed records in the STAGLOG table is "z". The developer does
NOT set the -scope to _all_.
Which of the following conditions must be met if A's entire set of unprocessed records in the STAGLOG
table is fetched once?
A.
B.
C.
D.

z <= x
z>x
Filter option must be used
Parameter "n" must be used with the -transaction option

Correct Answer: D
QUESTION 12
Enabling e-mail notification in workspaces allows emails to be sent automatically when the state of a task
changes.
Which of the following will enable email notifications for workspaces?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Option A
Option B
Option C
Option D

Correct Answer: C
QUESTION 13
Which two persistence mechanisms are currently used in IBM WebSphere Commerce?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

TopLink
Enterprise JavaBeans
Data Services Layer
Hibernate
Castor

Correct Answer: BD
QUESTION 14
An application developer needs to expand the shopping cart data, by persisting more data than the
commerce shopping cart ORDERS, ORDERITEMS tables permit.
Considering performance and code maintenance tradeoff, which approach should be used to achieve this?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Create a new custom table and create an entity bean to map to this table.
Modify the existing ORDERS. ORDERITEMS table, and create an entity bean to map to this table.
Create a new custom table and modify the existing IBM WebSphere Commerce public entity bean.
Modify the existing ORDERS. ORDERITEMS table and corresponding IBM WebSphere Commerce
public entity bean.

Correct Answer: C
QUESTION 15
An application developer is asked to develop a Web service to retrieve a list of products by inventory level.
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